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ReseaRch aRticle

Cointegration and causality analysis of dynamic 
linkage between stock market and equity mutual 
funds in Australia
 Sasipa Pojanavatee1*

abstract: The existing literature finds conflicting results on the magnitude of price 
linkages between equity mutual funds and the stock market. The study contends 
that in an optimal lagged model, the expectations of future prices using knowledge 
of past price behaviour in a particular equity mutual fund category will improve fore-
casts of prices of other equity mutual fund categories and the stock market index. 
The evidence shows that the long-run pricing of equity mutual funds are cointe-
grated with the stock market index. In the short-run, the results indicate that some 
equity mutual fund categories possess both long-run and short-run exogeneity with 
the stock market. Therefore, the short-run dynamic indicates short-run Granger 
causal links running between different equity mutual fund categories.
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1. introduction
Mutual funds are emerging as an opportunity for investors to automatically diversify their invest-
ments in such a way that all their money is pooled and the investment decisions are left to a profes-
sional manager. There are various types of mutual funds that generally come with different 
investment objectives. Consequently, mutual funds have grown to play an important role in financial 
markets and the price prediction evaluation of mutual funds have performed evolved into an impor-
tant topic for investors and academicians consider over the last decade.

The regulation of the managed funds industry in Australia is the responsibility of the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission. There are two broad types of Australian mutual funds: first, 
asset funds that invest in single asset classes such as cash management funds, property funds, 
Australian equity funds, international equity funds, mortgage funds, fixed interest and bond funds; 
and second, there are mixed asset funds that invest in different types of asset classes such as growth 
funds, balanced funds and conservative funds. The value of funds under management in Australia 
has increased at an average annual rate of 11% since late 1991 and had Au$1.7 trillion in funds 
under management as at 31 December 2011 according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2011). 
This equates to 1.30 times of the gross domestic product and around 1.26 times of domestic equity 
market capitalisation in the December quarter of 2010. The funds-management market has histori-
cally been divided into retail and wholesale segments. The wholesale market is dominated by super-
annuation funds and other large institutions. retail funds account for 85% of the entire mutual fund 
market. Additionally, retail equity funds continue to drive growth in the Australian funds manage-
ment industry, with funds under management of Au$57,210 million in March 2010 according to the 
Morningstar Australasia (2010).

The statistics suggest that equity mutual funds play a vital role in Australia in investment and sav-
ing, capturing 40.11% of the mutual fund assets under management in the first quarter 2012, ac-
cording to European Fund and Asset Management Association (EFAMA). Increased access to equity 
markets provides expanded opportunities for investors to diversify their investments. however, 
there is limited evidence of Australian equity mutual funds being investigated. New evidence from 
the Australian market allows individual investors to obtain practical and innovative ways to manage 
equity mutual funds and to obtain the skills of professional managers in charge of these funds.

Portfolio theory demonstrates that the gains from a diversified portfolio, involve different degrees 
of price co-movement between securities. rational expectations theory gives rise to forecasting 
tests that mirror those adopted when testing the optimality of a forecast in the context of a given 
information set. If domestic equity markets have a long-run tendency to diverge, there exist appar-
ent gains from domestic diversification. on the other hand, the convergence of security prices sug-
gests that the price of one security can be used to predict another. It is reasonable to expect that 
there is some degree of price responsiveness between the stock market and equity mutual funds. 
The degree and direction to which fund price categories are related to the stock market index are 
important not only for investors and fund managers with regard to their investment strategies, but 
also to academics and policy makers examining the implications of investing in domestic equity 
markets. The primary aim of this study is to examine the magnitude of price linkages between equity 
mutual funds and the stock market.

Within the literature available on fund price interaction, Allen and MacDonald (1995) used cointe-
gration techniques to investigate international equity mutual funds using Australia as a main part of 
the study’s sample of financial markets. The findings indicate that Australia does not have a long-
term equilibrium relationship with the funds of the other 15 countries in the sample. recent empiri-
cal studies show that the price linkages in the equity market are not only international, but also 
regionally. Matallin and Nieto (2002) examine the relationship between mutual funds and the stock 
market in Spain and conclude that there is no evidence of a long-term equilibrium relationship. Low 
and Ghazali (2007) examine short- and long-run price linkages using evidence from Malaysia. The 
findings reveal no evidence of long-run equilibrium between unit trust funds and the local stock 
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market index price. In the short-run, the Granger-causality tests indicate that unit trust funds and 
the local stock market index have a one-way relationship with market-to-fund causality. however, 
the study tests only one-way causality on past values of mutual funds and the stock market index. 
Chu (2010) examines short- and long-run price linkages with evidence from hong Kong using 
monthly fund prices for 101 mandatory provident funds. The study finds some funds have both a 
long- and a short-run relationship.

A key difference between current analysis and the above studies is that this study examines 
price linkages by controlling for various equity mutual fund categories. Previous studies have used 
standard Engle–Granger techniques to determine the long-run relationship between the variables 
and test unidirectional causality with a small number of studies taking structural breaks into ac-
count. The current study examines long-term equilibrium relationships and short-term exogene-
ity using VECM based tests of causality, and block exogeneity tests with structural breaks. It is 
believed, from a thorough search of the literature, that no other study has used Johansen cointe-
gration and the Granger-causality tests to investigate the price linkage between equity mutual 
funds and market security prices using Australian data. The study contributes further with its in-
vestigation of the potential benefits from domestic diversification by using equity mutual fund 
categories, which have not been addressed in the causal relationships of equity mutual funds 
previously.

The results indicate that some equity mutual fund categories fail to design their portfolios to beat 
the stock market. The evidence of cointegration implies the possibility of profiting from arbitrage 
because it is possible to partially forecast the stock market index price by using the prices provided 
by the equity mutual funds. The results show bidirectional Granger-causality along the equity mu-
tual fund categories, suggesting the middle and small-cap value equity mutual fund prices contrib-
ute more than the middle and small-cap blend equity mutual funds to changes in the large-cap 
blend equity mutual fund prices. The results suggest a bidirectional causality between the large-cap 
blend and value equity mutual funds suggesting, the large-cap blend equity mutual fund prices 
contribute much to change in the large-cap value equity mutual fund prices.

In addition, the Granger causality results suggest a bidirectional relationship between the middle 
and small-cap equity mutual fund categories, showing that the middle and small-cap growth equity 
mutual fund prices contribute more than the middle and small-cap value equity mutual fund prices 
to changes in the middle and small-cap blend equity mutual fund prices. The results indicate that 
the middle and small-cap blend equity mutual fund prices contribute more than the other middle 
and small-cap equity mutual fund prices to changes in the large-cap value equity mutual fund 
prices.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the data and a specific 
model for investigating price interaction. Section 3 discusses the findings of the primary analysis. 
Section 4 provides a summary of the findings and policy implications.

2. Data and the construction of Dynamic Pricing analysis

2.1. Data
The study obtains daily closing prices in three different categories of open-ended Australian large-
cap equity mutual funds: blend (LB), growth (LG), value (LV), and three Australian middle and small-
cap equity mutual funds: blend (MSB), growth (MSG), and value (MSV). Together these companies 
represent 110 equity mutual funds. The S&P/ASX All ordinaries index is used as a market portfolio 
because this index comprises the 500 largest companies in the Australian equities market. historical 
daily data on equity mutual fund prices and the market index are obtained from the Morningstar 
Direct Database over the period 2000–2010. The Quandt–Andrews test (Andrews, 1993; Quandt, 
1988) is performed to ascertain an indication of a structural break. The results of testing structural 
breaks indicate that a structural break exists around observation number 1,956 (which corresponds 
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to 2 July 2007). on the basis of this finding, considering the turmoil in both the national and interna-
tional financial markets as a result of the global crisis in March 2007, the study is divided into three 
periods of time. First, the pre-crisis period includes 1,956 observations and it runs from 3rd January 
2000 to 2nd July 2007. Second, the post-crisis extends from 3rd July 2007 to 31st December 2010 
encompassing 914 observations. Third, the full period from 3rd January 2000 to 31st December 
2010, includes 2,870 observations.

2.2. Dynamic Pricing Models
All variables are transformed into natural logarithms because, over time, prices are skewed, so a 
lognormal distribution better reflects the reality of the prices (harrington, 1987). The seminal paper 
by Granger and Newbold (1974) shows that the problem of spurious regressions exists in those re-
gressions containing nonstationary variables. Therefore, the vector autoregression (VAr) model is 
designed for use with nonstationary series that are known to be cointegrated (Ben-Zion, Choi, & 
hauser, 1996; Chu, 2011). As a result, it is necessary to test the variables for stationarity before pro-
ceeding with the analysis of the VAr model. The study performs the Augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) 
(Dickey & Fuller, 1979, 1981) and the Phillips–Perron (PP) (Phillips & Perron, 1988) tests to examine 
the presence of unit roots of the variables. The VAr and its stability is tested and optimal lag orders 
are selected using the model selection criteria to find the most parsimonious model. To explore the 
relationship between equity mutual funds and the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index for each period, the 
model is specified as follows:
 

where �t is intercept and �
1
,… , �

6
 are coefficients. If the variables are integrated of the same order 

then the Johansen test for cointegration with a constant and linear deterministic trend is used to 
test the long-run equilibrium relationship between the variables. If the series are cointegrated, the 
Vector error correction model (VECM) is estimated using the optimal lag found in the VAr to investi-
gate the transmission mechanism with error correction terms (ECTs) between the variables. For each 
period, the study performed the VECM model:
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 are coefficients. Δ is the first difference operator; � is provid-

ing the information on the speed of adjustment coefficient to long-run equilibrium, and ECT is an 
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relationships. The results of the unit root tests are presented in Table 1 for the pre-crisis, post-crisis 
and full study periods (see Panels 1–3).

Similar unit root test results are found between the ADF and the PP tests during the three study 
periods. The results of the price level series fail to reject the null hypothesis in that all members of 
the time series are nonstationary. There are indications that all level price series are nonstationary 
as the t-statistic critical values are greater than the ADF and the PP critical values.

The study then applies the same test to their first differences. The results show a rejection of the 
null hypothesis and an acceptance of the alternative hypothesis in that all first difference series are 
stationary at the 1% level of significance. The studies conclude that the level series of price variables 

Table 1. Unit Root Tests
Variables aDF test PP test

level First Difference level First Difference
Panel 0: from 222 to 227

ASX 0.03148 −145.7889* 0.14283 −145.9399*

LB .149 −0.9609* .0779 −142.9067*

LG −.6227 −39.3075* −.61400 −39.796*

LV −.88 −39.01455* −.8608 −39.385*

MSB −.2252 −6.81402* −.01457 −140.2886*

MSG −.9669 −36.7903* −0.2756 −38.01439*

MSV −.31492 −39.2057* −.14599 −39.75914*

Panel : from 227 to 202

ASX −0.6636 −32.6693* −0.61414 −32.6865*

LB −0.7069 −32.7552* −0.7009 −32.7608*

LG −0.75 −9.5676* −0.7357 −9.576*

LV −0.7396 −9.865* −0.7396 −9.8653*

MSB −0.61408 −6.141455* −0.61450 −7.0823*

MSG −0.5953 −07.142142* −0.5705 −6.147514*

MSV −0.6276 −06.935* −0.6027 −5.7753*

Panel 3: from 222 to 202

ASX −0.28 −514.736* −0.0685 −514.82714*

LB −0.3288 −53.2630* −0.35614 −53.2877*

LG −0.1437 −50.149514* −0.5382 −50.587*

LV −0.6790 −5.91487* −0.6773 −5.91457*

MSB −0.3506 −3.972* −0.51493 −149.88014*

MSG −0.14695 −3.9833* −0.60145 −148.9658*

MSV −0.5614 −314.2035* −0.14148 −52.505*

Notes: ASX represents the Australian stock market index (S&P/ASX All ordinaries index). Australian equity mutual fund 
prices are divided into six equity mutual fund categories (large-cap: blend (LB), growth (LG), value (LV), and middle and 
small-cap: blend (MSB), growth (MSG), and value (MSV)). The critical values for the ADF and the PP test statistic with inter-
cept at the .01 level are −3.433, −2.862 and −2.567, respectively. Panel 2: the critical values for the ADF and the PP test 
statistic with intercept at the .01, .05 and .10 levels are −3.437, −2.864 and −2.568, respectively. Panel 3: the critical values 
for the ADF and the PP test statistic with intercept at the .01, .05 and .10 levels are −3.432, −2.862 and −2.567, 
respectively.

*Significance at the 1% level.
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are nonstationary and the return series of the variables are stationary data and do not contain a unit 
root. The study applies the unit root test to the residuals of the linear combination. The presence of 
a unit root in the residuals indicates that the residual term is stationary. This means that the series 
examined are integrated nonstationary processes and there exists the possibility of a long-run equi-
librium relationship between them.

The study employs a specific VAr estimated to apply a specific lagged endogenous multivariate 
model. Three different information criteria are used for model selection in order to determine the 
appropriate lag length of the VAr models along with the Likelihood ratio (Lr), Wald test for lag ex-
clusion and the Final Prediction Error (FPE): The information criteria are Akaike information criterion 
(AIC), Schwarz criterion (SC) and hannan–Quinn criterion (hQ). results of lag order selection, in most 
cases, suggest that the lag length of VAr is p=3 according to FPE and AIC. The SC finds one lag as 
the appropriate lag length, while the VAr lag exclusion Wald and hQ tests indicate that two lags are 
significant for the system. By selecting lag length criteria, the statistical results show that lags of 
order two are sufficient based on that suggested by the VAr lag exclusion Wald test and hQ  statistics. 
hence, the study selects the optimal lag with the lag interval one to two for cointegration and 
 causality tests based on the VAr. This decision is justified based on the interaction of these variables 
in a level of relatively efficient Australian stock market (Groenewold & Kang, 1993).

The next stage in the analysis consists of determining whether the equity mutual fund categories 
are cointegrated with the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index. As the VECM specification only applies to 
cointegrated series, it is necessary to run the Johansen cointegration test prior to the VECM specifi-
cation. Testing for the presence of cointegration among the variables involves the use of the maxi-
mum likelihood method according to Johansen (1988) based on a VAr. Both Trace and Maximum 
eigenvalue statistics are based on the assumption of linear trends in the data, but no trends in the 
cointegration equations.

The results agree in all three study periods as the equity mutual funds are cointegrated with the 
stock market index. In the case of the pre-crisis and post-crisis periods, there are two cointegrating 
vectors using the critical value for Trace and Maximum eigenvalue statistics. In the case of the full 
study period, the results show that there is one cointegrating vector using the critical value for the 
Trace and Maximum eigenvalue statistics. Thus, the results strongly suggest that there is an equilib-
rium long-run relationship between the stock market index prices and equity mutual fund prices.

The existence of cointegration implies Ganger-causality; therefore, the ECT of the VECM indicates 
exogeneity the speed of the model to long-term equilibrium. The study considers the first cointegra-
tion vector in deriving the VECM as the test results are highly significant. Table 2 shows the ECT esti-
mates of the variables with lag specification one to two as evidence of cointegration for the pre-crisis, 
post-crisis and full study periods (see Panels 1–3).

The results of the estimated ECTs for the pre-crisis period are presented in Panel 1 of Table 2. The 
ECT value has a significant negative effect on the stock market index at the 1% level, when the S&P/
ASX All ordinaries index is treated endogenously. The significance of the ECT value confirms the ex-
istence of a long-run equilibrium relationship between the stock market index and equity mutual 
funds. This indicates that if the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index prices are too high in the short term, 
they will decrease by 4.90% per time period to eliminate the discrepancy caused by their own shocks 
and equity mutual fund price shocks.

The ECT value has a significant effect on the middle and small-cap growth equity mutual funds at 
the 5% level, when this variable is treated endogenously. This indicates that the other equity mutual 
fund price categories and the stock market index price do contribute to changes in the middle and 
small-cap growth equity mutual fund prices in the long-run. An ECT of −.020 implies that the feed-
back into the short-run dynamic process from the previous period is 2%. The results of the ECT values 
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for the joint significance of the other equity mutual fund categories lagged endogenous variables 
show it is not a significant adjusted effect to long-run equilibrium relationships.

The results of the estimated ECTs for the post-crisis period are presented in Panel 2, Table 2. The 
ECT value has no significant effect when the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index is treated endogenously. 
The results suggest that, in the long-run, the six equity mutual fund categories do not contribute 
significantly to changes in the stock market index prices during the post-financial-crisis period. An 
ECT of −.043 implies that the feedback into the short-run dynamic process from the previous period 
is 4.3%. The ECT shows that the speed of an adjustment of the stock market index prices fr om short-
run to long-run equilibrium is slow, and that none of the equity mutual fund categories contribute to 
much change in the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index prices in the long run, with the exception of the 
middle and small-cap blend equity mutual funds at the 5% level of significance.

The ECT value has a significant effect on the large-cap growth equity mutual funds at the 5% level, 
when this variable is treated endogenously. This indicates that the other equity mutual fund price 
categories and the stock market index price do contribute to changes in the large-cap growth equity 
mutual fund prices in the long run. An ECT of −.046 implies that if the large-cap growth equity mu-
tual fund prices are too high in the short term, they will decrease by 4.6% per time period to elimi-
nate the discrepancy caused by their own shocks and equity mutual fund price shocks. The results 
of the ECT values for the joint significance of equity mutual funds lagged endogenous variables is 
not a significant adjusted effect on long-run equilibrium for large-cap blend and value equity mutual 
funds and middle and small-cap equity mutual funds, when these five variables are treated endog-
enously. This indicates that none of the categories contribute significantly to changes in the large-
cap blend and value equity mutual fund prices, and middle and small-cap equity mutual fund prices, 
in the long run.

Table 2. Results of ECTs
exogenous ∆asX ∆lB ∆lG ∆lV ∆MsB ∆MsG ∆MsV
Panel 0: From 222 to 227

ECT −.2149 .227 .220 .2214 −.223 −.22 −.2214

(.228) (.225) (.227) (.227) (.227) (.202) (.229)

[−6.379]* [0.514] [.0314] [.5214] [−.372] [−.282]** [−.14145]

.26{3} .208{14} .2014{5} .229{7} .236{0} .23{} .229{6}

Panel : From 227 to 202

ECT −.2143 −.209 −.2146 −.236 .202 −.202 .208

(.23) (.209) (.20) (.20) (.209) (.208) (.207)

[−0.920] [−0.2] [−.08]** [−0.7149] [.550] [−.507] [0.26]

.226{7} .2014{14} .203{5} .227{6} .2314{3} .2142{} .250{0}

Panel 3: From 222 to 202

ECT −.22 .222 −.2214 −.223 −.220 −.22 −.220

(.202) (.22) (.22) (.22) (.22) (.22) (.22)

[−.85] [.286] [−.1475]** [−0.990]** [−.7146] [−0.300] [−.692]

.2214{7} .203{14} .202{5} .225{6} .29{0} .27{} .208{3}

Notes: ∆ denotes the difference operator, standard errors in ( ), t-statistics in [ ] and Adjusted R-squared ranking in { }. 
ASX represents the Australian stock market index (S&P/ASX All ordinaries index). Australian equity mutual fund prices are 
divided into six equity mutual fund categories (large-cap: blend (LB), growth (LG), value (LV), and middle and small-cap: 
blend (MSB), growth (MSG), and value (MSV)). ECT represents the error correction term.

*Significance level at 1%.
**Significance level at 5%.
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The results of the estimated ECTs for the full study period are presented in Panel 3, Table 2. The 
ECT value has no significant effect on the stock market index price, when that is treated endoge-
nously. The results suggest that, in the long-run, the six equity mutual fund categories do not con-
tribute significantly to changes in the stock market prices. An ECT of the stock market (−.002) implies 
that the feedback into the short-run dynamic process from the previous period is very slow. The ECT 
value has a significant effect on the large-cap growth and value equity mutual funds at the 5% level, 
when these two variables are treated endogenously. The results indicate that the other equity mu-
tual fund price categories and the stock market index price contribute to changes in the large-cap 
growth and value equity mutual fund prices in the long run. An ECT of large-cap growth equity mu-
tual funds (−.004) and large-cap value equity mutual funds (−.003) implies that the feedback of 
large-cap growth equity mutual funds into the short-run dynamic process from the previous period 
is very slow. The results of the ECT values for the joint significance of equity mutual funds lagged 
endogenous, variables do not show a significant adjusted effect of a long-run equilibrium relation-
ship for large-cap blend equity mutual funds and middle and small-cap equity mutual funds. This 
indicates that none of the categories contribute significantly to any change in the large-cap blend 
equity mutual fund prices and middle and small-cap equity mutual fund prices in the long run.

Johansen’s cointegration tests within the VECM framework are used to identify a long-run equilib-
rium relationship between variables. Table 3 summarizes the results for both Trace and Maximum 
eigenvalue statistics for the pre-crisis, post-crisis and full study periods (see Panels 1–3).

In the case of the pre-crisis and post-crisis periods, it shows that there are two cointegrating vec-
tors at the 1% significance level using the critical value for Trace statistics. In the case of the full 
study period, the results show that there is one cointegrating vector using the critical value for the 
Trace and Maximum eigenvalue statistics at the 1% significance level. It can be seen that the Trace 
and the Maximum eigenvalue tests indicate that there is the long-term equilibrium relationship be-
tween the equity managed fund prices and the stock market index price. Investors are not likely to 
achieve considerable benefits by diversifying between these financial instruments in the long-run, as 
their prices have been shown to have been dependent of each other.

The result suggests that equity mutual fund categories have not tried to design their portfolios to 
beat the stock market in the long run. The existence of long-run equilibrium supports the rational 
expectations theory and previous studies in this field. For example, Matallin and Nieto (2002) find a 
number of Spanish mutual funds cointegrated with the Spanish stock market index (The Ibex 35) 
where 11 out of 63 funds studied were cointegrated with the local stock market with structural 
breaks throughout the study period. Matallin and Nieto mention that the security selection and mar-
ket timing abilities of fund managers have a massive impact and lead to the existence or absence of 
cointegration between mutual fund prices and the local market index price. Chu (2010) finds evi-
dence of cointegration between equity mutual funds and the local stock market index using the 
hong Kong stock market. A figure of 45.61% of the sample of equity mutual funds has a long-run 
price relationship with the local stock market index during the non-crisis period. Chu (2011) finds 
that 44.44% of the equity mutual funds are cointegrated with the hong Kong stock market index. 
however, Ben-Zion et al. (1996), and Low and Ghazali (2007) contradict these studies and, in their 
research, find no evidence of a long-run relationship during the non-crisis period.

Granger (1988) suggests that, if the ECT in the cointegration vector is a representation of the data, 
then Granger-causality must exist in at least one direction. Based on the VECM results, the study 
performs Block Exogeneity Wald tests with a chi-square statistic to indicate the existence of Granger-
causality when all variables interact in one system. This study undertakes further analysis to inves-
tigate the price linkages in the short-run relationship between six equity mutual fund categories, 
and makes new contributions to the related literature by showing price linkages between them in 
the short-run, both before and after the recent financial crisis. Table 4 reports the results of the 
short-run relationships between the specified variables for the pre-crisis, post-crisis and full study 
periods (see Panels 1–3).
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The results of the Granger-causality tests for the pre-crisis period are presented in Panel 1 of 
Table 4 and suggest that the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index prices are determined by the large-cap 
equity mutual fund prices and the middle and small-cap value equity mutual fund prices. The results 
further indicate the large-cap value equity mutual fund prices contribute more than other equity 
mutual fund prices to changes in the S&P/ASX All ordinaries price followed by large-cap blend equity 
mutual fund prices. The results of the VECM Granger-causality tests treating large-cap equity mutual 
funds as an endogenous variable indicate that the large-cap blend equity mutual fund prices con-
tribute more than the large-cap growth mutual fund prices to changes in the large-cap value equity 
mutual fund prices. The study finds that, in the short-run, the large-cap blend equity mutual fund 
prices are determined by large-cap growth equity mutual fund prices. The middle and small-cap 
value equity mutual fund prices are determined by large-cap growth equity mutual fund prices.

The results of VECM Granger-causality tests treat middle and small-cap mutual funds as endoge-
nous variables. The study finds that the middle and small-cap growth equity mutual fund prices 

Table 3. Johansen Cointegration
Panel 0: From 222 to 227

Null Alternative Trace statistic 99% Critical value

r=0 r≥1 28.9905* 035.973

r≤1 r≥2 014.6229* 0214.9605

r≤2 r≥3 65.92140 77.808814

Null Alternative Max-eigen statistic 99% Critical value

r=0 r=1 814.39260* 5.3280

r≤1 r=2 59.302149* 145.86922

r≤2 r=3 30.5262 39.37203

Panel : From 227 to 202

Null Alternative Trace statistic 99% Critical value

r=0 r≥1 083.52* 035.973

r≤1 r≥2 002.35142* 0214.9605

r≤2 r≥3 70.1414885 77.808814

Null Alternative Max-eigen statistic 99% Critical value

r=0 r=1 73.0665* 5.3280

r≤1 r=2 38.92503 145.86922

r≤2 r=3 09.93614 39.37203

Panel 3: From 222 to 202

Null Alternative Trace statistic 99% Critical value

r=0 r≥1 057.2200* 035.973

r≤1 r≥2 76.146726 0214.9605

r≤2 r≥3 52.76079 77.808814

Null Alternative Max-eigen statistic 99% Critical value

r=0 r=1 82.531423* 5.3280

r≤1 r=2 5.7257 145.86922

r≤2 r=3 3.037714 39.37203

Notes: The critical values used for the test are defined by Mackinnon, haug, and Michelis (1999).
*Null hypothesis of no cointegration can be rejected at the 1% significance level.
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contribute more than the middle and small-cap value mutual fund prices to changes in the middle 
and small-cap blend equity mutual fund prices.

The results of the Granger-causality tests for the post-crisis period are presented in Panel 2 of 
Table 4 and show a bidirectional causal relationship between the middle and small-cap value equity 
mutual fund prices and the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index prices at the 10% level of significance. The 
results indicate the stock market index prices do contribute considerably to changes in middle and 
small-cap value equity mutual fund prices. The study finds that the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index 
prices have an influence on the large-cap value equity mutual fund prices in the short-run. Therefore, 
the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index prices are determined by the middle and small-cap blend equity 

Table 4. Multivariate Causality
Dependent 
variable 

chi-square statistics
asX lB lG lV MsB MsG MsV

Panel 0: From 222 to 227

∆ASX   6.586** 14.72*** 7.80** 14.587 .77 5.292***

∆LB 3.63   00.9143* 00.33* .37* 35.05* 05.1420*

∆LG .357 3.39   6.382** .714 5.29*** .289

∆LV .200 00.6214* 6.758**   5.2*** 5.397*** 14.637***

∆MSB 14.233 .36 .050 0.149   02.1433* 02.078*

∆MSG 0.14149 .1453 .28 3.35 7.9614**   0.14148

∆MSV .78 3.9 6.27** .140 5.1480*** 14.60***  

All 05.14147 1414.83* 3.6142* 9.780* 63.507* 57.382* 30.5*

Panel : From 227 to 202

∆ASX   .314 0.39 0.8 5.975** 14.6 14.606***

∆LB 0.8148   0.200 .930 0.93 0.908 0.9714

∆LG 3.820 6.307**   8.039** 5.1478*** 6.777** 5.373***

∆LV 5.275*** 5.905*** 3.1435   .997 0.223 0.143

∆MSB 14.914 3.777 14.14014 .809   .663 3.83

∆MSG 3.31414 3.757 3.7314 .925 14.655***   3.963

∆MSV 14.979*** 3.503 7.1414** 3.368 7.9314** 7.79**  

All 3.53** .256** 5.827** 14.330** 14.026** 09.707*** 014.096

Panel 3: From 222 to 202

∆ASX   3.20 .914 0.805 .397 .338 .323

∆LB 3.728   3.256 5.014*** 9.1499* 02.5* 02.2*

∆LG .933 0.726   .970 .30 .67 0.807

∆LV 6.63** 0.935* 0.393*   8.8514** 6.5143** 8.1414**

∆MSB 3.553 5.000 3.258 3.79   9.1409* 8.92**

∆MSG .0 .88 0.828 .693 9.00**   3.969

∆MSV .14 7.27** 8.140** 3.023 5.1490*** 6.39**  

All 14.6145** 52.96* 314.66* 14.838** 1414.095* 36.587* 9.775*

Notes: ∆ denotes the difference operator. ASX represents the Australian stock market index (S&P/ASX All ordinaries in-
dex). Australian equity mutual fund prices are divided into six equity mutual fund categories (large-cap: blend (LB), growth 
(LG), value (LV), and middle and small-cap: blend (MSB), growth (MSG), and value (MSV)).

*rejection of the hypotheses of non-causality at the 1% significance level.
**rejection of the hypotheses of non-causality at the 5% significance level.
***rejection of the hypotheses of non-causality at the 10% significance level.
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mutual fund prices in the short-run at the 5% significance level. The results of the VECM Granger-
causality tests treating large-cap equity mutual funds as an endogenous variable indicate that, in 
the short-run the large-cap growth equity mutual fund prices are determined by large-cap blend and 
value equity mutual fund prices. The evidence shows that the large-cap value equity mutual fund 
prices have an influence on the middle and small-cap value equity mutual fund prices in the short-
run relationship.

Furthermore, the results of variance decomposition support the results of Granger-causality tests, 
indicating the large-cap growth equity mutual funds have a relatively lower strength of exogeneity 
in relation to other large-cap equity mutual funds. The results of VECM Granger-causality tests treat 
middle and small-cap mutual funds as an endogenous variable, indicating that the price of middle 
and small-cap blend and growth equity mutual funds have an effect on the middle and small-cap 
value equity mutual fund prices. The evidence also shows that the middle and small-cap blend and 
growth equity mutual fund prices have an influence on the large-cap growth equity mutual fund 
prices in the short run.

The results of the Granger-causality tests for the full study period are presented in Panel 3 of 
Table 4 and suggest that Granger-causality results show the large-cap value equity mutual fund 
prices are determined by the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index prices at the 5% significance level. The 
results of the VECM Granger-causality tests treating large-cap mutual funds as an endogenous vari-
ables indicate that the large-cap blend equity mutual fund prices contribute greatly to change in the 
large-cap value equity mutual fund prices. The large-cap blend equity mutual fund prices are deter-
mined by middle and small-cap value equity mutual fund prices. The study finds that the large-cap 
growth equity mutual fund prices have an influence on the value equity mutual fund prices in the 
short run. The results of VECM Granger-causality tests treating middle and small-cap mutual funds 
as endogenous variables indicate that the middle and small-cap growth equity mutual fund prices 
contribute more than the middle and small-cap value equity mutual fund prices to changes in the 
middle and small-cap blend equity mutual fund prices. Moreover, the middle and small-cap growth 
equity mutual fund prices have an influence on the large-cap blend equity mutual fund prices. The 
study finds that the value equity mutual fund prices are determined by middle and small-cap growth 
equity mutual fund prices.

The findings support previous studies in this field for example; Low and Ghazali (2007) and Chu 
(2010) find weak evidence of a one-way market-to-fund causality and conclude that changes in 
prices of equity mutual funds do not cause changes in the stock market prices. Low and Ghazali 
(2007) find that 13 out of 35 funds studied have causal links with the stock market. Chu (2010) finds 
56.43% of the sample of equity mutual funds have causal links with the local stock market index 
during a non-crisis period. Chu (2011) shows that 10 out of 15 equity funds have a one-way short-
run relationship with the local stock market index and this runs from market to equity funds. 
however, Ben-Zion et al. (1996) find mutual funds have a significant two-way causal relationship 
with the local market.

Variance decomposition is employed to determine the relative quantitative importance of shocks 
to the variables in the VECM system. A one standard deviation shock is imparted to the endogenous 
variable and the effects of that shock are observed in the exogenous variables, which include the 
shocked endogenous variable. The variance decomposition measures the contribution of each in-
novation at different moments using a 30 days ahead forecast error variance of the dependent vari-
ables. To obtain the variance decomposition of price linkages, the Cholesky decomposition is used. 
The study’s use of Cholesky decomposition starts with the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index and is fol-
lowed by an analysis of the significance of the ECTs, which are ranked according to the magnitude 
and significance of the variables. Variance decomposition is calculated for the estimated VECM and 
is given by percentages in Tables 5–7.
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The results of forecast error variance decomposition for the Australian stock market index and 
equity mutual funds during the pre-crisis period (see Table 5) demonstrate that the S&P/ASX All 
ordinaries index has a relatively lower strength of exogeneity among the interacting variables. This 
indicates that almost 70.40% of the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index variance is explained by its own 
shock after 30 days. Movements in the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index prices do not explain the fore-
cast error variances of any other equity mutual funds, except for the large-cap blend equity mutual 
funds (20.09%), while the large-cap equity mutual fund prices can explain a sizable portion of the 
S&P/ASX All ordinaries index price after 30 days. These categories are the large-cap blend equity 
mutual funds (16.98%), the large-cap growth equity mutual funds (10.66%), and the large-cap value 
equity mutual funds (11.63%).

The results of variance decomposition also indicate that the middle and small-cap growth equity 
mutual funds have relatively less strength of exogeneity in comparison to other equity mutual funds 
variables. The result shows 94.28% of middle and small-cap growth equity mutual funds’ variance is 
explained by its own shock after 30 days. Movements in the middle and small-cap growth equity 
mutual funds do not explain forecast error variances of any other equity mutual funds, while the 
other equity mutual fund categories can explain a sizable portion of the middle and small-cap 
growth equity mutual fund prices after 30 days. These categories are the large-cap blend equity 
mutual funds (43.66%), the large-cap growth equity mutual funds (50.90%), the large-cap value 

Table 5. Variance Decompositions, Pre-crisis Period
Table caption. Ordering for Cholesky: ASX, MSG, LB, LV, MSV, MSB and LG

VDc of Days Percentage of forecast error variance explained by innovation in:
∆asX ∆lB ∆lG ∆lV ∆MsB ∆MsG ∆MsV

ASX 0 022.222 .222 .222 .222 .222 .222 .222

05 93.57 14.02 .250 .326 .093 0.333 .146

32 72.1428 2.290 .6143 0.1428 .86 5.263 .022

LB 0 06.297 148.259 .222 .222 .222 35.81414 .222

05 06.258 38.628 .76 0.8143 .27 14.8 .502

32 06.985 314.77 0.092 .357 .2149 143.669 0.1473

LG 0 014.143 7.993 9.5214 3.765 .26 1414.33 .2147

05 02.792 3.968 9.2149 6.7 .2314 149.5714 .30

32 02.669 3.62 8.026 5.735 .06 52.920 .828

LV 0 03.53 14.758 .222 07.6 .222 1414.14814 .222

05 02.909 3.3514 .075 .505 .203 14.887 .037

32 00.630 .592 .000 .5014 .236 14.823 .305

MSB 0 5.9146 14.514 .222 .232 32.865 55.3145 3.73

05 3.67 3.260 .57 .305 3.6 63.372 6.2614

32 3.393 3.569 .08 .366 08.676 63.568 02.02

MSG 0 .927 .222 .222 .222 .222 97.293 .222

05 .976 .079 .083 .563 .020 96.360 0.636

32 .62 .607 .008 .148 .07 914.89 3.773

MSV 0 3.1482 .868 .222 0.682 .222 62.266 30.926

05 0.7314 .860 .2214 3.285 .37 58.702 33.314

32 0.676 3.63 .22 3.05 .36 56.363 314.832

Notes: VDC represent the variance decomposition. ∆ denotes the difference operator. ASX represents the Australian 
stock market index (S&P/ASX All ordinaries index). Australian equity mutual fund prices are divided into six equity mutual 
fund categories (large-cap: blend (LB), growth (LG), value (LV), and middle and small-cap: blend (MSB), growth (MSG), and 
value (MSV)).
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equity mutual funds (42.80%), the middle and small blend equity mutual funds (63.56%), and the 
middle and small value equity mutual funds (56.36%).

The results of forecast error variance decomposition for the Australian stock market index and 
equity mutual funds during the post-crisis period (see Table 6) demonstrate that the S&P/ASX All 
ordinaries index has a relatively less strength of exogeneity in relation to the equity mutual funds 
variables.

Approximately 83.78% of the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index’s variances can be explained by its own 
shock after 30 days. Movements in the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index prices do not explain the fore-
cast error variances of any other equity mutual funds, except for the large-cap blend equity mutual 
funds (5.56%), the middle and small-cap growth equity mutual funds (5.68%), and the middle and 
small-cap value equity mutual funds (3.19%). While the equity mutual fund prices can explain a siz-
able portion of the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index price after 30 days. These categories are the large-
cap blend equity mutual funds (70.12%), the large-cap growth equity mutual funds (74.57%), the 
large-cap value equity mutual funds (68.04%), the middle and small blend equity mutual funds 
(70.39%), the middle and small growth equity mutual funds (61.55%), and the middle and small 
value equity mutual funds (64.75%).

Table 6. Variance Decompositions, Post-crisis Period
Table caption. Ordering for Cholesky: ASX, LG, LV, MSV, LB, MSB and MSG

VDc of Days Percentage of forecast error variance explained by innovation in:
∆asX ∆lB ∆lG ∆lV ∆MsB ∆MsG ∆MsV

ASX 0 022.222 .222 .222 .222 .222 .222 .222

05 914.258 .303 .256 .7149 .226 0.369 0.14148

32 83.786 5.56 .607 0.0142 .208 5.683 3.0914

LB 0 9.273 3.560 3.99 .1435 .222 .222 .22

05 82.835 8.790 14.283 3.520 .2214 0.55 0.62

32 72.08 0.675 5.392 14.1432 .226 5.053 .09

LG 0 9.1400 .222 7.589 .222 .222 .222 .222

05 86.232 3.8145 6.298 0.92 .203 0.8 .8814

32 714.575 8.762 7.67 3.393 .202 14.568 0.146

LV 0 87.97 .222 3.889 8.039 .222 .222 .222

05 77.56 .929 .1457 05.29 .077 0.030 .860

32 68.2145 6.508 .875 06.83 .3514 14.0145 0.782

MSB 0 78.2814 .2014 0.686 .080 7.963 .222 0.27

05 77.603 .35 .6714 .14 3.6914 .569 014.856

32 72.393 0.236 .935 .8140 3.250 8.635 05.029

MSG 0 73.302 .28 6.53 .399 0.707 6.06 00.71414

05 72.1414 .9214 3.538 .077 .933 9.559 014.14614

32 60.552 0.789 14.2140 .689 0.287 06.146 014.1408

MSV 0 66.9514 .222 6.1462 .223 .222 .222 6.58

05 72.826 .387 .393 .83 .086 .09 3.805

32 614.757 0.039 .207 .1459 .014 7.985 3.149

Notes: VDC represent the variance decomposition. ∆ denotes the difference operator. ASX represents the Australian 
stock market index (S&P/ASX All ordinaries index). Australian equity mutual fund prices are divided into six equity mutual 
fund categories (large-cap: blend (LB), growth (LG), value (LV), and middle and small-cap: blend (MSB), growth (MSG), and 
value (MSV)).
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The results of variance decompositions suggest that the large-cap growth equity mutual funds 
have relatively less strength of exogeneity in comparison to the equity mutual funds. The result 
shows 7.26% of the large-cap growth equity mutual funds’ variance can be explained by its own 
shock after 30 days. Movements in the large-cap growth equity mutual funds do not explain the 
forecast error variances of any other equity mutual funds, except for the large-cap blend equity 
mutual funds (8.76%), the large-cap value equity mutual funds (3.39%), and the middle and small 
growth equity mutual funds (4.56%). The other equity mutual fund categories on the other hand, 
seem to increase gradually resulting in a sizable portion of the large-cap growth equity mutual fund 
prices after 30 days. These categories are the large-cap blend equity mutual funds (5.39%), the 
large-cap value equity mutual funds (2.88%), the middle and small growth equity mutual funds 
(4.04%), and the middle and small value equity mutual funds (2.02%).

The results of forecast error variance decomposition for the Australian stock market index and 
equity mutual funds during the full study period (see Table 7) demonstrate that the S&P/ASX All 
ordinaries index has a relatively lower strength of exogeneity in relation to the equity mutual funds 
variables. Approximately 98.94% of the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index’s variances can be explained by 
its own shock after 30 days. Movements in the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index prices do not explain the 
forecast error variances of any other equity mutual funds, while the equity mutual fund prices can 
explain a sizable portion of the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index price after 30 days. These categories are 

Table 7. Variance Decompositions, Full Study Period
Table caption. Ordering for Cholesky: ASX, LG, LV, MSG MSB, MSV, and LB

VDc of Days Percentage of forecast error variance explained by innovation in:
∆asX ∆lB ∆lG ∆lV ∆MsB ∆MsG ∆MsV

ASX 0 022.222 .222 .222 .222 .222 .222 .222

05 99.267 .0142 .3 .059 .25 .2214 .3814

32 98.91414 .6 .096 .089 .22 .227 .38

LB 0 60.792 7.7 32.02 .835 .222 .222 .222

05 56.36 5.737 35.93 .058 .278 .239 .1459

32 55.91414 5.797 35.1459 .0914 .2814 .2143 .1478

LG 0 57.630 .222 14.369 .222 .222 .222 .222

05 53.370 .1453 145.62 .37 .275 .268 .1420

32 5.14145 0.389 145.214 .5147 .005 .06 .336

LV 0 55.522 .222 314.293 02.1427 .222 .222 .222

05 52.553 .89 35.3143 03.660 .29 .227 .008

32 149.398 .88 314.703 014.855 .2147 .209 .286

MSB 0 140.5514 .605 5.265 .003 2.502 .222 0.014

05 142.787 .575 8.1429 .307 014.267 .14 05.143

32 142.1403 .895 8.314 .373 03.879 .1497 05.62

MSG 0 9.772 .203 35.14214 .070 .956 07.69 03.9914

05 32.35 .258 35.22 .146 .886 014.579 06.679

32 9.690 .3 314.630 .514 .8146 05.6 06.8014

MSV 0 7.080 .222 30.1422 0.1496 .222 .222 39.93

05 32.720 .099 32.889 .7 .029 .214 35.850

32 32.622 .328 32.792 .36 .0214 .232 35.8142

Notes: VDC represent the variance decomposition. ∆ denotes the difference operator. ASX represents the Australian 
stock market index (S&P/ASX All ordinaries index). Australian equity mutual fund prices are divided into six equity mutual 
fund categories (large-cap: blend (LB), growth (LG), value (LV), and middle and small-cap: blend (MSB), growth (MSG), and 
value (MSV)).
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the large-cap blend equity mutual funds (55.94%), the large-cap growth equity mutual funds 
(52.44%), the large-cap value equity mutual funds (49.39%), the middle and small blend equity mu-
tual funds (40.41%), the middle and small growth equity mutual funds (29.69%), and the middle and 
small value equity mutual funds (30.60%).

The result of variance decompositions also indicates that the large-cap value equity mutual funds 
have relatively less strength of exogeneity in comparison to other equity mutual funds variables. The 
result shows 14.86% of the large-cap value equity mutual funds’ variance is explained by its own 
shock after 30 days. Movements in large-cap value equity mutual funds do not explain forecast error 
variances of any other equity mutual funds, whereas the other equity mutual fund categories seem 
to increase gradually resulting in a sizable portion of the large-cap value equity mutual fund prices 
after 30 days. These categories are the large-cap blend equity mutual funds (2.19%), the large-cap 
growth equity mutual funds (.55%), the middle and small blend equity mutual funds (.37%), the mid-
dle and small growth equity mutual funds (.52%), and the middle and small value equity mutual 
funds (2.33%). Thus, the results of the variance decompositions are related to the results of Granger-
causality tests during the three study periods.

The results indicate that the six equity mutual fund categories are exogenous in the stock market 
VECM, but the major exogenous force is the shocked endogenous stock market variable. In the first 
sub-period the relative strength of exogeneity lies with the shocked share price index followed by 
large-cap blend equity mutual funds in that order over 30 days. In the second sub-period, the rela-
tive strength of exogeneity lies with the shocked share price index, followed by middle and small-cap 
growth equity mutual funds in that order over 30 days. In the full period, the relative strength of exo-
geneity lies with the shocked share price index, followed by large-cap blend equity mutual funds in 
that order over 30 days. Therefore, the results of ECTs also support the results of the variance de-
composition in that the latter also indicates the speed of the model towards equilibrium. The fore-
cast error variance decomposition finds that there is evidence of the contribution of the variables in 
the system changing dramatically after 30 days.

4. conclusion
This study presents cointegration and causality approaches to study the price behaviour of equity 
mutual fund effects on the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index. In particular, long-run price co-movements 
of the seven price series are detected by employing the Johansen and Juselius cointegration and 
VECM methodology, while the VECM coupled Granger-causality and Block Exogeneity Wald test with 
variance decompositions and an examination of ECT are used to explain price co-movements be-
tween the variables in the short-run for pre-crisis, post-crisis, and full study periods.

The results of the cointegration tests reveal that there is long-run equilibrium relationship be-
tween equity managed funds and the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index during the three study periods. 
This indicates that, in the long-run, the price of equity mutual funds cannot diverge from that of the 
stock market index since equity mutual funds have not designed their portfolios with the aim of try-
ing to win the market in the long run. The findings support a linear relationship when equity mutual 
fund prices and the stock market index price are combined, which forces these prices into a long-run 
equilibrium relationship. According to rational expectations, this study implies that stock market 
prices can be partially predicted using equity mutual fund prices. This is because equity mutual funds 
are engaged in passive stock selection and market timing to construct their portfolios in the long 
run. hence, equity mutual funds offer an attractive option for investors wanting a passive manage-
ment strategy and to replicate the behaviour of the Australian stock market.

In the short-run dynamics, the results suggest that the causal relationship runs both ways be-
tween equity mutual fund prices and the stock market during the three study periods. This implies 
that equity mutual funds are not responding to the past changes in the stock market during the 
pre-crisis period. Consequently, investors cannot find the direction in equity mutual fund prices by 
observing movements in the stock market. Therefore, the price of the value equity mutual funds can 
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be predicted by observing movements in the stock market because such finding suggests that value 
equity mutual funds respond to past changes in the stock market during the post-crisis and full 
study periods. The results of variance decomposition support the results of Granger-causality tests, 
indicating that the S&P/ASX All ordinaries index variable is a strongly exogenous in relation to equity 
mutual funds during the pre-crisis period.

In terms of the relationships between different equity mutual fund categories, a short-run relation-
ship exists among the equity mutual fund capitalization categories. In addition, the findings suggest 
a short-term Granger causal relationship, running from middle and small-cap equity mutual funds to 
large-cap equity mutual funds. This study confirms the previous findings of middle and small-cap 
equity mutual fund categories, in that they are more active trading strategies than large-cap equity 
mutual funds, especially during the post-crisis period. hence, observing movements in particular eq-
uity mutual fund prices can be used to forecast the price of the other equity mutual fund categories.

The results of the study clearly encourage policy makers and investors to pay attention to equity 
mutual funds in Australia. The results confirm the capability of equity mutual funds to replicate the 
stock market index, for the findings suggest that investing in equity mutual funds is equivalent to 
investing directly in the stock market. Thus, the evidence of causality and cointegration imply the 
possibility of profiting from arbitrage, because investors may gain insights into the future prices of 
the stock market index and equity mutual funds by observing the price movements in one of the 
equity mutual fund categories. The underlying rational expectation theory coupled with past evi-
dence in this field is supported by the results of the study.
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